
Supremacy 221 

Chapter 221 - The King of The Island. 

Felix narrowed his eyes in focus, observing the river of lava, which was gushing in his direction akin to a 

small eruption happening in this tunnel. 

This was actually exactly what was happening as some of the lava that was heading upward to the 

mouth of the volcano, surged into this tunnel first! 

'NOW!' 

After the lava passed by the boulder he was on, Felix threw the surfboard-like rock beneath him and 

jumped on it, scaring the shit of the spectators, who never thought that he was actually going for it! 

After landing on the board, Felix had to kneel and put his hands on the surface in order to hold himself 

from getting thrown. 

Sadly, the board's surface was hot to the point, Felix felt like his palms were in an oven. 

Pained, He tightened his lips together as he pulled himself upward in a steady manner. After standing 

back up, he spread his arms wide while bending slightly forward on the board, displaying a professional 

surf position.Find authorized novels in , faster updates, better experience, Please click 
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All of those years surfing on Sky Pearl Island's beach didn't go to waste! 

'Easy now! Easy!' 

After getting a good footing, Felix let the lava do its work, taking him upward the tunnel in the direction 

of the exit. 

Due to the horrifying speed of the lava, Felix knew that the journey wasn't going to take even a minute 

before reaching his destination. 

That being said, the journey wasn't going to be easy as the exploding bubbles of lava, which were 

happening around him, kept him on edge, worrying that a bubble would explode right next to him. 

POP! 

Alas, Murphy wasn't wrong when he said that anything that can go wrong will go wrong, as a bubble had 

exploded right in front of Felix, projecting tens of lava drops right in his direction! 

'F*ck me!' 

Felix could only curse in his mind while guarding his face and letting the rest of the drops do as they 

please with his body. 

Tstststs! 

The sound of his flesh sizzling akin to a piece of meat being fried on a pan, kept resounding in his ears, 

making the pain increase by threefolds. 



His clothes were on the verge, letting the spectators see the hideous burnt marks those drops left 

behind. Uncaring about losing his clothes, Felix hastily activated the mustard yellow aura, hoping to use 

revitalization on those marks. 

Alas, the instant the mist rushed out from his pores, it started to get evaporated by the hellish heat of 

the lava river! 

Without hesitation, Felix used his revitalization, letting his body absorb whatever it could from the mist 

before his energy reaches the red line. The aura was being released continuously from his pores and 

that was exhausting his energy with a terrifying speed. 

BOOOOOOM! 

Just as he was in the process of dealing with those burnt marks, a loud explosion resounded from 

behind, forcing Felix to turn around and check what caused it. 

"THE TUNNEL IS CRUMBLING!" 

Agitated, Meliodas screamed at the mic, tainting it with saliva. Yet, he didn't even care as the sight 

before him was too horrifying to watch! 

The hope that was regaining in the heart's of Felix's fans was snuffed instantly after seeing the tunnel 

breaking down from behind, as rivers of lava were gushing from every corner, trying to bury everything 

in sight!! 

Scared shitless, Felix faced the exit again and leaned forward with his hands folded behind his back, in a 

skating position. He was trying to increase his speed if just slightly! 

Boom! Boom! Bam!... 

The pain of the burnt marks was wholly ignored as the sound of rocks colliding against each other kept 

breathing down on Felix's neck, making Felix's back muscles to tense up in distress! 

Yet, his eyes were as focused as ever at the exit, which kept enlarging rapidly in his eyes. 

The spectators stood from their seats while gaping at Felix, not daring to blink a single time in fear of 

missing something. 

None of them bothered to comment or speak to each other. Everyone had only one image in their 

minds, and that was Felix's image of his surfing on f*cking live lava while being chased rapidly by the 

crumbling tunnel! 

100meters...50meters..20m...10meters! 

'Almost there!' Asna cheered in Felix's mind. Yet, he was oblivious to what she said, as his attention was 

wholly captured by the rocks, which were falling right above his head! 

The tunnel's collapse had reached him!!! 

However, Felix didn't seem agitated or frightened as he should be. Instead, he lowered himself calmly 

on the board, until his entire body was lying on it!! 



Tststststs! 

His skin started to make sizzling sounds akin to being barbequed on an 800°C degrees grill. His eyes got a 

bit watery from the heat and the pain, but he never closed them down as the bright light on the other 

side of the tunnel was right in his face! He didn't dare to miss it! 

Whoosh!.....BOOOOOOOOOOOOOM! 

Meliodas, the spectators, the players, who were running downhill, heading towards the forest, all froze 

in their position at the booming sound of the volcano erupting! 

The Lava had reached the sealed shut mouth of the volcano! Since it was closed, the eruption was 

explosive! 

They raised their heads and started staring in fear at the molten rocks raining down on the volcano's 

premise akin to a meteor shower. 

YET! 

In the air, right beneath those molten rocks, a surfboard-like rock was flying above a river of lava that 

was split in half after the collapse of the tunnel! 

The players would never notice such a small rock within a meteor shower. 

However, the golden beam that was projected into the atmosphere made them ignore everything, even 

their safety, and gaze at it with their mouth agape and eyes bulging out of their sockets. 

"I am must be dreaming." Rosanna murmured in absolute disbelief while pointing her shaky finger at 

Felix, who stood up from his lying position, exposing his wholly burnt off red skin! 

Since the distance was quite far between Felix and the players, they only saw a completely red human, 

making him appear just like a DEVIL has escaped Hell itself! 

'WHAT THE F*CK IS GOING ON!! HE ACTUALLY GOT OUT!!!!' Horrified, Mr. Frosty's brain was about to 

shut down by the notion that Felix managed to escape a 100% death trap in his eyes! 

Yet, before he got a brain stroke, his widened eyes brightened as he noticed that Felix was falling mid-air 

without anything to ease his fall! 

Heck, he noticed that even if he managed to survive the fall, how was he supposed to deal with the lava 

that was falling with him or the meteor shower, which was about to strike down anything in sight?! 

This question was currently reverberating in everyone's minds, who was currently watching Felix getting 

pulled down by gravity. 

'Felix, jump now!' Asna, who knew about Felix's plan shouted in his mind. 

'Not yet, not yet...' Felix's eyebrows were knitted as he kept gazing at the red circle tens of meters 

underneath him! 

That's right! Felix already planned for an escape route after he gets out of the tunnel! 

He wasn't a retard to think that just be leaving the volcano, he would be safe! 



He knew that the greatest danger wasn't inside the volcano but after leaving it and experiencing the 

meteor shower firsthand! 

Felix wasn't confident in his ability to escape the strike zone of the meteor shower unscratched. 

Thus, he had to create a 2nd plan concerning his escape. The teleportation circle, which was lying near 

the tunnel exit unused the entire game was the perfect gateway to safety!! 

"NOW!" Agitated and somewhat thrilled, Felix threw himself with his hands extended forward. He knew 

that he only needed a finger to get inside the teleportation circle for it to activate it. 

Thankfully, the teleportation circle was massive, making his extra efforts pointless, as his entire body 

managed to enter it! 

Still mid-air, his body started to disintegrate into light particles before drifting by the wind under the 

dumbfounded and awestruck eyes of the players, Meliodas, and 60 million concurrent live stream 

viewers!! 

No one wanted to believe what their eyes were feeding them and they didn't dare to! 

They were already shocked multiple times by Felix's plays, escapes, wits, strength, bravery, but nothing 

came close to what they had just witnessed! 

They believed that his play of snatching the Crown was going to be his peak performance in the game, 

just to be shown this! 

Silence descended in the island and stadium alike for a second before the booming noises of the molten 

rocks slamming into the ground, woke them up from their stupor. 

Boom! Boom! Boom!.. 

Suddenly, hell broke loose in the stadium and on the island simultaneously! 

"WHAT A F*CKING DAREDEVIL!" 

"HOLY SHIT! I NEVER SEEN ANYONE DOES THAT IN THE HUNDRED GAMES THAT I WATCHED!" 

"MY LANDLORD IS F*CKING UNKILLABLE!" 

No one paid attention to the players, who started to run away from such an apocalyptic scene, as the 

spectators were jumping from the seats while pulling each other's shirts in excitement and exhilaration! 

Meanwhile, the live stream viewers made it almost impossible to read what they were typing in the chat 

as everyone was spamming at the same time in a frenzy! 

"Landlord proves once again!" Meliodas stood on his commentary table as he shouted with his head 

bent, "That HE IS THE BEEEEEST!" 

"THE BEST!"..."THE BEST!"..."THE BEST!"... 

Chants raged throughout the whole stadium, as the spectators, whether they were Felix's fans or not, all 

chanted in perfect harmony, making Emma's eyes watery. 



Just like football fans on earth feeling emotional and proud about their team or their favorite player, 

Emma and the rest weren't any different! 

They feel proud when Felix achieve something unordinary and bothered when he fails! But till now, Felix 

was showing them only the best performance in every single game! 

He was always outdoing himself! 

From being 100% dead to being the first one to leave the volcano's premise safely. Who could pull that 

off besides Felix? 

They were proud of being his loyal fans through thick and thin! 

After a while the hubbub was reduced a little, making Meliodas regain his wits back and continue doing 

his job. 

The play was nuts alright, but the game wasn't over yet! 

There were still ten minutes on the clock! Yet, after eying the players, who reached the forest in one 

piece, he didn't know if the game truly still had 10 minutes or not. 

No one was moving! 

Heck, even Mr. Frosty was sitting on a branch with his eyes closed shut, clearly showing that he had no 

intention to head towards the green teleportation circle where Felix was currently at. 

Everyone gave up on the game! 

Meliodas soon understood their reason why from hearing a conversation between two players. 

It turned out, ten minutes was barely enough for the players to reach the teleportation circle. 

After all, Felix being one of the fastest runners in the forest, took 10 minutes to reach the volcano 

premise when he snatched the Crown. Don't even mention some of those players. 

Of course, those with movement speed abilities could reach the green circle in under 5 minutes or so if 

they pushed their limits. 

But, then what? They knew that Felix wasn't a retard to stay in his place and wait for them until they 

arrive. 

Hell, they were certain that he was currently on the move running at his fastest speed in the opposite 

direction from them! 

In their eyes, the game was already over the moment Felix used the teleportation circle which was 

unguarded! 

Thus, they could only sit in silence on the branches contemplating how were they going to respond to 

the media after the game ends. 

Felix might not get interviewed, but all the players were going to get attacked by the media due to him!! 



"Even better! This was the perfect conclusion to the game." Meliodas laughed in delight as he switched 

his vision from the players to Felix's small screen. 

However, after seeing what Felix was doing, he couldn't help but exclaim in stumper, "Why the hell isn't 

he running away?!" 

The spectators with omnipotent vision immediately zoomed into the teleportation circle after hearing 

Meliodas's exclaim. 

Just like him, they were shocked to see Felix sitting in the middle of the teleportation circle, wearing a 

brand new set of clothes. 

He had a wrist resting on his knee while sitting in a semi mediation position. 

He was neither moving nor speaking, he just kept sitting with his head raised, and a faint confident smile 

was affixed on his lips. 

The gems on the Crown kept gleaming under the rays of sunlight while being on top of his head. 

This mesmerizing and peaceful scene made the spectators feel like they were watching a natural-born 

king, who owned this island and everything that was in it. 

After remembering every play and battle he went through inside the island, who would dare claim to be 

the king before him? Who?! 

Only now did they understand why the game was named >The King of The Island! 

Chapter 222 - Rank Skip Coupon! 

10 minutes later... 

'As expected, no one bothered to come and check on me.' Felix chuckled while glancing at his body that 

was in the process of breaking into small light particles, marking the end of the game. 

During the last ten minutes, not a single player moved from their positions, letting Felix continue chilling 

peacefully. 

He knew that they were going to believe that he was on the move, escaping from them. 

Since they had functional brains, not one of them was stupid to go for such a meaningless and hopeless 

chase. 

By knowing so, Felix simply didn't bother moving from his place, using reverse psychology. 

He was drained from everything that happened in the game. Thus, he honestly felt thankful that some 

retard didn't come and bother him. 

... 

"Ladies and Gentleman Please give your loudest applause to your champion!" Meliodas pointed his mic 

at Felix's body that was in the process of reconstructing and yelled with his eyes close shut, 

"LAAAAND...LOOOOOORD!!" 



Clap! Clap! Clap!... 

'Not bad.' Felix smiled faintly after opening his eyes at the sight of the spectators giving him a standing 

ovation. 

He kept basking under their applause while waving his hand mildly. 

Clap! Clap!... 

Surprised by hearing clapping noises near him, Felix turned his head and saw that some players were 

applauding him with a respectful look. 

Though, there were some who were too egoist to acknowledge Felix's gameplay like Mr. Frosty and 

Rosanna. 

'Bastard, ruining my third win streak!' Rosanna humphed in annoyance while teleporting outside of the 

stadium, not planning to stay and bask in his glory. 

She paid 800 million SC to forcefully turn the odds in her favor. Yet, it all gone to waste as Felix had no 

intentions of ruining his win streak for others. 

He understood that the longer his win streak lasts, the more perks he would be getting from the SG 

platform. 

"The King!"..."The King!..."The King!"... 

Under the ardent chants of the audience, Felix waved his hand one last time before teleporting out of 

the stadium, not giving Meliodas even the chance to drop near him and seek a chance for an interview. 

After all, he did everything right without offending Felix at all. 

He had a tiny bit of hope that Felix might see him favorably and give him a minute interview or at least 

stay for the unique title coronation. 

Sadly for him, Felix was dying to have a cold shower after staying inside the volcano for over an hour or 

so. 

.... 

12:30 PM in the camp, 30 minutes after the game... 

'That was refreshing.' Felix got out of the public showers at the end of the hallway with a relaxed smile 

on his face. 

He walked to his room barefoot while wearing a towel that covers his lower body and using another to 

dry his wet long hair. 

It was a while since he last got a haircut and now his hair was long and messy. 

"Damn it, Felix! Wear some clothes already!" Olivia, who was standing next to her room's door with two 

girls, scolded Felix after seeing that he was exposing his upper body...yet again. 



Peeved, she pointed her finger at her friends' reddened cheeks and complained, "Look how 

uncomfortable they got after they saw you." 

Felix approached the girls with a playful smile and asked, "Do I make you uncomfortable?" 

"N.noo..no!" Embarrassed and quite shy, the girls waved their extended hands in denial. 

"See?" Felix smirked at Olivia's vexed expression and turned around, going back to his room that was at 

the other end of the hallway. 

This was already a daily occurrence in the hallway, Felix getting picked on by Olivia for showing too 

much skin in a merged complex. 

Unfortunately, No matter what she said, Felix never budged and did what she asked, as wearing only a 

towel after a shower was a habit ingrained in his being for decades now. 

It was already a lifestyle for Felix, and he wasn't going to force himself and change it due to some chicks, 

who get horny after seeing him like that. 

If they weren't too young for his liking, Felix wouldn't have minded playing with one or two during those 

two months. 

Too bad, Felix preferred matured women as his real age in his previous life was in the forties. 

Although, for bloodliners, being in the forties was actually still extremely young as their average age 

range from thousand years to ten thousand years depending on their integration level. 

Still, Felix fancied mature women over teenage girls, as he wanted none of their drama or clinginess in 

his life.Find authorized novels in , faster updates, better experience, Please click 
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"You Pervert!" 

Slam! 

Unbothered by Olivia's annoyed curse, Felix closed his door shut and went to wear his clothes. 

After getting dressed, he sat on his bed and requested the Queen to display his total earning from the 

game. He still didn't check, as he immediately went for a shower after logging out. 

'As you wish Sir, Felix.' She paused, 'And congratulation on reaching silver rank.' 

"Thank you." Felix nodded his head in appreciation and started reading the earnings' hologram. 

//>Winning Wish. 

> Unique Title: Record Breaker! 

> Streaming Revenue: 650 million SC 

> Rosanna's payment: 500 million SC 

>Game Points collected solo: 10850 GP // 



"650 million? Hehe, I am getting paid the same revenue as famous platinum ranked player." Felix 

grinned in delight at the amount, as he knew that he was probably the biggest paid silver ranked player 

in the entire Milky Way Galaxy! 

Other idols or famous silver players, rarely reach 150 million SC per game. Though, purely counting the 

popularity of revenue and not the 3% extra revenue after winning the game. 

After checking the revenue, Felix closed the window as he already had knowledge of the rest. 

For the title, it was no brainer that Felix was going to get it after holding into the Crown for a whopping 

75 minutes! 

He surpassed the original holder by 15 minutes. Yet, the best part, He lived to wear it proudly above his 

head, unlike the original holder. 

As for his game points? He managed to earn 5000 GP purely from holding into the Crown for 75 minutes 

straight. The rest came from his elimination tally that surpassed 30 players! 

Felix didn't wish to receive battle format for no reason. He knew that he would be able to gather game 

points faster than other formats. 

The only reason, he got 10K in shuffle maze before was due to having beasts for him to kill. If the game 

was purely finding the exit, he wouldn't have gotten even 1k. 

But in battle formats, fights take priority above all, which was Felix's jam! 

"Queen, please show me my profile." He requested. 

//Rank: Mid-tier Silver (Play 1 more placement games to get your final rank.) 

Games Played: 003 

Wins: 003 

Loss: 000 

Win streak: 003 (Eligible for perks)/ (Click to get details on the win streak system and its perks) 

Loss Streak: 000 

Eliminations: 0045// 

Impatient, Felix pressed on the >win streakTi-ring! 

>Congrationlation on unlocking the win-streak system! 

A side hologram displaying this notification in the middle emerged before Felix, making him grin faintly. 

He swiped the notification away and it was replaced instantly with a small-sized list that was displaying 

two rewards written in silver. 

//1) A rank skip game coupon. (One use/24h before expiring) 



2) A 2nd chance wheel spin coupon: Allow the user to respin the wheel in case the format or the game 

wasn't to his liking. (One use/365 days before expiring)// 

"Tsk, they are really generous with winners." A bit sore, Felix clicked his tongue after seeing the perks of 

only winning three games in a row. 

In his previous life, he was always aiming to win three games in a row just to get those hidden rewards. 

Sadly, he was struggling to win even two games back to back, don't even mention three. 

Without further ado, Felix pressed on the first perk, ignoring the other one, as he had no use for it 

currently. 

"Sir Felix are you certain about activating the rank skip coupon?" The Queen informed him, "The 

moment you activate it, you will be put straight in gold mid-tier. However, the game you will be playing 

will have gold rank bloodliners, far surpassing your strength." She paused, 'If you lost the game, you will 

be dropped to low-tier silver instead of low-tier gold rank.' 

She requested with good intention, 'Please think deeply about your choice.' 

"I am certain." Felix requested, "Please activate the coupon." 

"As you wish." 

Ti-ring! 

'The coupon has been activated. You will be placed in a mid-tier gold rank for a maximum duration of 4 

months. 

'Please play a game before the period ends. Otherwise, you will be placed back in your original rank.' 

The Queen informed. 

'Will do.' Felix nodded his head in understanding. 

He was already familiar with the rules of using the rank skip coupon even though he never got one. 

The coupon might seem like it was offering three tiers skip with just one win, but Felix understood that 

even himself with his overwhelming strength that was terrorizing peak 1st stage bloodliners, wouldn't 

be able to win the game and keep himself in gold rank. 

Ultimately, the gold rank was ruled by peak 2nd stage bloodliners and 3rd stage bloodliners. 

Those, who obtained the coupon in silver were doomed in a gold rank with their current strength. 

If the SGA left those players to increase their strength freely until they were fit to battle gold players, the 

coupon would lose its meaning and purpose as it would be the same as giving those players a free shot 

to skip a rank without hardship. 

Thus, the existence of the 4 months limit! 

Felix, who was still at 84% purification realm had zero chance of bridging such a wide gap of strength 

even with his primogenitor bloodline. 



"Sigh, I need to reach the first stage of replacement." Felix smiled bitterly at the thought of the 

J?rmungandr, waiting for him to reach 99% to wake up. 

Till now, he still didn't figure out a way to stop the J?rmungandr from waking up. Especially when he was 

lacking knowledge about him. 

The only hope he was currently still latching on was the J?rmungandr's memories, which Asna was 

gathering in every integration. 

He was waiting until he reached the end of his integration before seeing them all at once. 

He didn't want to look at them now, as he understood that he was going to get demotivated from 

integrating more percentages after not recieving what he wished for. 

Asna, who knew about the memories, didn't mention a single thing about what she saw in them as she 

was worried that the last hope he had, would be snuffed out after finding out that nothing of value to 

his situation was in them! 

"Alright, being bitter won't change anything." Felix regained his carefree smile as he waved the 

holograms away from his face. 

He stood up and beamed the necessary materials for integrating, planning to split the remaining 4% 

J?rmungandr's essence into 2% today and 2% after tomorrow. 

However, before Felix removed his clothes, the Queen abruptly said, "Sir Felix, the instructor George has 

requested from the entire team to gather at the classroom in the next ten minutes." 

"What a pain in the ass." Felix sighed in irritation while beaming back the awakening materials in his 

bracelet, planning to reschedule integration when he gets back. 

Chapter 223 - Leaks on The World's Competition! 

After Felix stepped from his room, he saw that Noah was just about to leave as well. They nodded at 

each other as a greeting and walked together downstairs. 

After a while, they reached a three-story building that was pretty quiet compared to the noisy field, 

which was packed with juniors practicing their abilities' accuracy, sparring between each other, or doing 

body workout. 

Soon, they entered the building and went upstairs to the 2nd story. After arriving, they noticed that the 

door to their classroom, where they studied and watched their rivals' recorded videos, was closed shut. 

Felix went and knocked twice, then he opened it up slightly before asking in a polite manner, "May we 

enter?" 

George, who was standing before a dusty white data show screen, gestured with his hand while saying, 

"Come in, and close the door behind you." 

Felix entered and left Noah to close the door. He looked around him while walking to the back of the 

classroom. 

The entire team was already sitting in their desk chairs. 



"Brother Felix, come sit here." Adam smiled politely while gesturing at a desk that was to his right. 

Ignoring his existence, Felix walked past him and sat at the last seat in the back. 

"Maybe next time." Unbothered, Adam smiled charmingly while turning his head back, focusing on 

Goerge. 

No one bothered to address this interaction as they were already numb to Felix's utter disregard for 

Adam. 

The only one who was bothered by it was George, who had his eyebrows knitted while gazing at Felix. 

He wanted the team to be unified and have each other's back. But so far, Felix and Adam were like 

water and fire. 

He was tired of appeasing Felix into getting closer to Adam and the rest of the captains during the last 

month or so. 

If he wasn't low key scared of Felix, he would have scolded or punished him like he was doing with the 

rest. 

But now? He only sighed in dejection and decided to ignore the interaction like the rest. 

"First, I apologize for bringing here on such short notice. But I have important information to share." 

George looked at them sternly and said, "We just received some leaks about the format which will be 

used for world representative battles." 

Curious, Felix's ears perked up for what about to come. 

He didn't know if his knowledge about the world's competition was going to be the same or change due 

to him messing with the time-line here and there. 

"The leaks entailed that all the teams are going to be left alone in a wildness for 7 days, fighting to locate 

flags, which were hidden in the wilderness." He added, "We don't know the exact number of flags, but I 

believe that it was going to be a hundred flag with each representing a spot to be in the earthling's 

team." 

'Still the same.' 

Felix lost his interest the moment he heard the leaks, as nothing changed from his previous life. 

Felix already knew that all of the teams were going to be fighting for 7 days straight in wildness for 

hundred hidden flags. 

He also knew that finding a flag wasn't the win requirement but actually holding into one by the time 

the competition ends! 

Unlike tournaments, this format was going to hit many birds with one stone. 

First, it will test the hardship of juniors in the wildness, as they would be required to get their food and 

water as well as find a shelter to spend those seven days. 



Second, it will ease the burden on the ESGO organization and the German government of dealing with 

the massive number of teams and participants. 

After all, there were 195 countries around the world, and each country was going to send a ten-member 

team, no matter if they had what required to be competitive or not. 

The world representative battles were open for all countries, and no one was planning to give up on 

battles before they even began. 

This was going to result in having 2000 participants or so combating for the limited 100 representative 

spots. 

"Isn't a hundred spots in a team a lot?" Dale asked in confusion. 

"Didn't I tell you to read the public rules of the Planetry Supremacy Games?" George scolded him, "What 

were you wasting your time on to not even know about this?!" 

Seeing that Dale was lowering his head in shame, not planning to answer, Nathan smirked and ratted on 

him playfully, "A girl he met in a VRMMRPG has stolen his heart and time. Hell, I barely managed to pull 

him out of the game and bring him here." 

"You f*cker." Dale cursed under his breath while glaring at Nathan, who was giving him a wide grin. 

Smack! 

"Listen up!" George slammed the desk with his palm, bringing everyone's attention to him, and said in a 

strict manner, "I don't care what you do in your free time or how you spent it. But! At least spare an 

hour or two to memorize the rules of PSG and some of the UVR's ones. You don't know if there will be a 

written test or not about them. After all, you guys are going to be fighting for the face of our mother 

earth. If you were lacking in knowledge, it won't be long before you shame the planet in front of other 

civilizations!" 

"Understood?!" 

"Yes!" Dale nodded his head. 

"Good." 

George crossed his arms and started explaining that each planet was required to have a maximum 

number of 100 representatives since the games played don't always require a ten-member team. 

Heck, there were games that needed the entire hundred representatives to take part in. However, those 

kinds of games were few and between. The majority of the games were still played by at most 20 

representatives. 

This meant the 100 juniors would further be split into the main team and the reserve team. Since the 

games were deadly, it was expected that the main team to have deaths in every game or sometimes 

even a full wipeout! 

Thus, being in the reserve team wasn't actually that bad as opportunities to represent the planet come 

faster than one could anticipate. 



"Read the rest of the rules in your free time." 

After finishing his explanation, George tapped on his bracelet and said while pointing his finger at the 

newly emerged hologram, "This is the forest nearby the camp. Tomorrow you guys will be transported 

deep within the woods and be left there for the next seven days!" 

'F*********ck!' Felix's expression was nonchalant as always but deep inside, he was having a?mental 

breakdown at such dastardy news. 

Unfortunately for him, George wasn't done yet, "We will place 100 flags in the forest and you guys are 

required to collect at least 20% in those 7 days." He extended three fingers and said, "There are only 

three rules. One, you can only bring two bottles of water and two biscuits package with you. Two, I 

expect to see full communication and zero conflict." He said this rule while giving Felix a side glance, 

making Olivia and the rest chuckle. 

Sadly, their amused expression didn't last for two seconds before it was replaced with despair after 

hearing the last rule. 

"Lastly, accessing UVR or using the Queen's assistance is forbidden!" 

"I suddenly feel sick." Dale said while clasping his stomach with a twisted expression. 

"Go pack up the necessities needed for your survival." Unresponsive to Dale's reaction, George tapped 

on his bracelet, showing a side-hologram that had a long list of camping kits, which included, a tent, 

sleeping bag, pillow, and such. 

"Copy this list down and go pick them up from the warehouse." 

Just as George wanted to excuse them, he saw Felix raising his hand in the air with a sincere smile. 

George flinched at the sight as he knew that trouble was about to come. However, he still gave Felix 

permission to speak, as he knew that if he ignored it, Felix would speak anyway. 

"I just want to inform you that I won't be able to participate in this mock practice." Felix gave George 

and an honest look and said, "I have a severe addiction to UVR and if I can't connect once a day, no one 

is going to like the outcome." 

'Severe addiction my ass!' George yelled furiously in his mind while nodding his head in understanding, 

"I see, those conditions are indeed quite troublesome to deal with. However, we can't have this mock 

practice without the captain of the team." George gave a forced smile and proposed, "How about two 

hours connection per day?" 

"My addiction can only be seethed with 6 hours a day at best." Felix's honest expression as he kept 

bullshiting through his teeth was truly at a mastery level.Find authorized novels in , faster updates, 

better experience, Please click #’s-competition!_50908795873840967 for visiting. 

"4 hours!" George cut straight to the point and started negotiating with Felix. 

"6 hours." Felix called calmly. 

"5 hours!" 



"7 hours." 

"6 hours does sound nice." George agreed while wiping his sweaty forehead after hearing an hour 

getting added. 

"Perfect." Felix nodded his head in satisfaction under the speechless looks of his teammates. 

They knew that Felix was enjoying too many perks in the camp due to his 'legendary bloodline' and 

'captain status', but this was the first time for them to see the instructor losing a negotiation with Felix! 

Before, Felix always took a step back in his requests to respect the authority of the instructor. 

But when it comes to blocking him from accessing UVR just for a stupid mock practice? Felix wouldn't 

budge on this one. 

The silence was broken by Dale's whining, "I also have a severe addiction, and I swear that I am going to 

lose my mind if I don't connect to the UVR for 7 days straight." 

"Then lose it! I don't give a shit." Annoyed, Goerge turned around and left through the door, not having 

any thoughts to entertain other's requests as well. 

Slam! 

The moment Dale saw the door get closed again, he cried out loud, "This is so f*cking unfair! Why can't 

he give us at least one hour of connection?!" 

Felix chuckled in amus.e.m.e.nt at Dale's tantrum, as he knew that George was simply trying to recreate 

the exact version of what's they were going to experience in the world's competition. 

It was evident that the AP features were going to be banned to remove all sorts of cheating. 

In the SG, those features were banned as well, except for the Queen's messaging loophole, as it was 

important for alliances and partnersh.i.p.s. 

But for features like scanning, accessing the network, and such, they were game-breaker cheats. Just in 

this mock practice, Felix could use the hundred meters scanner to locate the flags. 

He just needed to find one by himself and scan it. Then the rest in hundred meters around him would be 

marked by the Queen. 

There was no way for either George or the ESGO Organization to keep such a glaring loophole for the 

juniors to take advantage of. 

"Stop whining already and look at this video that went viral just now." Excited, Nathan sat on Dale's desk 

while enlarging a hologram in front of him. 

"Activate the volume, you moron." Dale asked in annoyance. 

BOOOOM! 

The moment Nathan activated the sound, everyone's ears shook by a booming explosion, making them 

close their ears in irritation while gazing at its source. 



Shocked, they gaped at a video displaying a red-skinned human on top of a surfboard-like rock, flying in 

the air underneath a meteor shower that was about to strike everything in sight! 

Before they could comprehend if this was in SG or simply a scene from a movie, the player broke into 

tiny particles then came the silence followed by the maddening cheers of the spectators. 

Felix's eyes were frozen stiffly on Meliodas standing on the commentary table as he screamed, 

"Landlord proves once again! THAT HE IS THE BEEEEEST!" 

'Here comes trouble.' Asna said, laughing out loud. 

Chapter 224 - A Discussion About Felix and Landlord. 

After hearing Meliodas and the spectators cheers, Dale and the rest knew that the video was taken from 

an SG game instead of an action film! 

"Holy crap! That was awesome!" Amazed, Dale had his eyes fixated on the video that was replaying the 

same 20-second scene again. 

"Look at the views and at the comment section." Nathan pointed his finger enviously at the booming 

views, which had 500 million in barely half an hour since the video was posted. 

Meanwhile, the comment section was exploding with people commenting on every millisecond, 

expressing their disbelief at such a daredevil stunt. 

"20 seconds bit didn't show much." Johnson shook his head and requested, "Give me the game's link, I 

will watch it in my room." 

"Can I also have the link?" Adam requested politely. 

"Me too!" Olivia lifted her hand. 

"How about this?" Instead of sending the link, Nathan enlarged the hologram until it was bigger than the 

dusty data show screen. 

He then clicked on the link that was posted below the video and proposed with a smile, "Let's watch it 

together. We have plenty of time today since the training is probably going to be canceled." He added, 

"Plus, it will be more fun." 

Johnson gave it a quick thought before agreeing, "I am down." 

"Same." 

"Don't have much to do anymore." 

"Hopefully, the game will be just as epic as that scene." 

Soon, everyone was back in their seat while having their attention on the game's replay that was on 

pause. 

"Noah, you are not going to watch?" Kenny asked after seeing Noah heading to the classroom's door. 

Without turning his head, Noah shook it slightly before exiting and closing the door behind him. 



They give him a single glance before having their focus back on the screen. 

However, they were suddenly reminded of the other suspect, who never bothered to stick for such 

events.Find authorized novels in , faster updates, better experience, Please click 
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They all turned their heads and surprisingly, only wind breeze was blowing on Felix's desk! 

He was gone! 

"Typical behavior." 

"Damn, he is getting better at leaving early." 

No one felt surprised by Felix's depart without saying anything. 

Heck, they would be startled if he actually decided to stick in and watch with them. They already 

guessed that he left unnoticed when they were discussing the video. 

"Play it, play it. It's their loss." Dale said. 

Without further delay, Nathan pressed play and sat back in his seat. 

The video started with an introduction to the game's rules, objective, player number, rank, and such, 

giving the viewers a complete understanding of the game before starting. 

After a minute or so, the game truly began with showing the players getting teleported and Meliodas 

interviewing them. 

Nathan skipped the interview segment, jumping straight into the action, showing the players falling into 

the island. 

Unfortunately for Felix, the video was a recorded version of what Meliodas was showing on the large 

screen for the spectators. 

This meant, he was the primary focus since the beginning of the game! 

This made Olivia and the rest watch in confusion, Landlord use poison bombs while having the ability to 

switch inducements just like Felix. Not to mention his superstrength and poison immunity. 

if it wasn't for Landlord displaying way too many inducements and different abilities than Felix's 

throughout the game, doubts would have started to rise in their minds that Landlord was Felix in 

disguise! 

Though, they were still weirded out by the uncanny resemblance between the two. Especially for Olivia, 

who spent her childhood 'playing' with Felix. 

She was the most familiar with Felix, thus she felt a sense of familiarity with the way Landlord acts and 

talks. 

'It can't be Felix.' Olivia shook those thoughts away as no matter what her feelings were telling her, the 

sight of Landlord using three different abilities than Felix was a solid evidence that it was merely an 

uncanny coincidence. 



After a while, the game reached its conclusion with Felix's sitting on the green teleportation circle akin 

to a king with that Crown secured on his head. 

Although the game was beyond epic, making Olivia and the rest to enjoy every last second of it, the 

resemblance between Felix and Landlord was still in their minds. 

Before, Felix was only safe from getting mentioned in the same breath as Landlord was for three 

reasons. 

First, the Maxwell elders and Noah, who had bracelets early on, weren't interested in individual 

Supremacy Games news at all, as they were more focused on the business side of the UVR. Meanwhile, 

Noah's mind was a total mystery, as no one knows what's going in it. 

Second, when Felix got viral in the Mariana empire, it happened one-month or so before he exposed his 

abilities in the national team battle. 

Thus, by the time, those with AP bracelet could notice the similarity, the news about Felix's 2nd game 

had already gone obsolete. 

Third, Olivia and the rest didn't possess AP bracelets, making them miss Felix's first games and the viral 

sensation he caused in the empire. 

However, now with their bracelets on, it was easier for virals' videos, photos, scandals, and such to flash 

by in their media feed. With this, nothing about Felix's persona could ever go unnoticed anymore. 

"Brother Nathan, mind giving me access to do a quick research on Landlord?" Adam asked politely. 

"Go ahead." Nathan gestured with his hand. 

After getting his permission, Adam started typing on an invisible hologram, making everything that he 

was typing in the search bar get displayed in the large hologram. 

>Important information about Unpaid_Landlord's existence.enterAnaylize and thoughts on Landlord's 

bloodline.Does anyone knows the name of Landlord's bloodline?Does Landlord's bloodline really belong 

to legendary rank?Slam! 

After hearing the door getting closed shut, Adam's polite smile withdrew back as a frigid expression took 

over. 

Amelia was unbeknownst to it as she was standing behind him. 

"Please don't defend me again sister Amelia." His expression was cold but his tone was as warm as the 

morning sunlight. 

Before Amelie could reply, he stood up and turned around, displaying his usual charming smile, "I 

appreciate the effort, but I can take care of myself." 

"I will see you later." 

The moment he passed by her, he narrowed his reddish eyes in irritation as he thought, 'What an 

annoying b*tch. How can I get rid of her already?' 



Alas, Amelia's heated ears as she gazed at his back were more than enough to show that he wasn't going 

to get rid of her anytime soon. 

Chapter 225 - Buying Olivia a Tier 2 Bloodline. 

An hour later...Find authorized novels in , faster updates, better experience, Please click 
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Felix could be seen lying on the floor of his room like a log. 

When he left the classroom, he went straight to pick the camping gear from the warehouse before 

coming to his room and integrating 2% of the remaining 4%. 

Even though it was merely 2%, Felix was still finding it harder and harder to tolerate the pain without 

passing out after the process. 

A few moments later, his eyelashes started trembling as he was trying his best to open his heavy eyelids. 

'Oh god, my f*cking head!' 

The moment he regained his consciousness, his brain was hit with the same headache, reminding him 

that the J?rmungandr had woke up and was gazing at him from the unknown. 

Terrified by the thought, his lips quivered as he swiftly drunk the rejuvenation potions one by one until 

his body and mind were reformed back to their peak again. 

"I started to get tired of this shit." Fatigued and frustrated, Felix massaged his eyelids while standing up 

on his feet. 

Before doing anything, he checked his room with his eyes, worried that the J?rmungandr's eyes were 

going to pop up again. 

Thankfully, no such thing happened. He wondered if it was due to lowering the percentage to 2%. 

"Damn you J?rmungandr, we were such a good team." Feeling tough again, Felix cursed under his breath 

as he beamed what left on the floor. 

'Sir Felix, you are low on integration potions.' The Queen suddenly reminded him. 

'Uhm?' After clicking on his spatial card menu, he noticed that indeed, he was left with only two 

rejuvenation potions, one pain relief potion, and not a single double percentage potion. 

He never bothered to glance at the number of his potions as he always bought 30 by 30 each time he 

went for a shopping spree. 

'I am really drinking them like water with this slow approach of integration.' Felix shook his head as 

grabbed a towel from the closet and threw it on his shoulder. 

'Whatever, I got enough coins now for another shopping spree.' He rubbed his chin as he left his room, 

"Might as well shop for some expensive battle potions and substances.' 

When he realized that the Gama organization was already on the planet, he always wanted to do a 

shopping spree on battle potions and substances. However, he was either broke or busy. 



Now, that he had almost a billion and a half coins, nothing was holding him back. 

Cluck! 

With a towel on his shoulder, Felix left his room, wanting to go for a quick shower. However, the 

moment he turned around he saw Olivia peeking at him from her room. 

"Pssst! Felix, come here." 

Speechless, Felix looked at her gesturing with her hand for him to enter. 

'What is she up to again?' Carefree, he entered her room and closed the door behind him. 

"Eww! You stink! Go take a shower first, I will tell you later." 

Too bad, the moment Olivia smelled his nasty stench from his integration, she pinched her nose in 

disgust and kicked him back out. 

Slam! 

"Just use the Queen's messaging system, if it is important." Annoyed, Felix left this remake before 

continuing on his way to the shower. 

'I did, but you weren't responding for the last hour.' The Queen's voice was heard in Felix's mind. 

'I was busy integrating. So, What's up?' Felix asked although he was pretty much certain that she was 

going to mention his Landlord game. 

As he expected, Olivia used the Queen to retell everything that happened in the classroom word by 

word, snitching without shame. 

By the time Felix finished showering Olivia was at the end of her story. 

'Not bad.' Felix smiled faintly while drying his hair. 

He didn't expect that Kenny and Johnson to back him up, as he wasn't really that close to johnson while 

Kenny's situation was self-explanatory. 

That being said, Felix was still wary of Kenny and wasn't planning to treat him better anytime soon. 

'Alright, thank you for the info Oli.' Felix said while rolling a towel around his lower body. 'Oh, remind 

me again of your integration percentage.' 

'88%, I am about to reach origin purity.' She replied. 

'Did the elders already bought you a tier 2 bloodline?' He asked while walking down the hallway. 

'Not yet. They are focusing on buying a cheap tier 2 epic rank bloodline for Noah.' 

After leaving this response, silence descended in their mind conversation, making Olivia confused. 

A couple of seconds later... 

Knock knock! 



"It's me." 

After hearing Felix's voice, Olivia jumped from the bed and opened the door of her room. Yet, the 

moment she saw Felix was it again with his upper body nudity, she pressed her lips in vexation. 

"I going shopping for some stuff in the evening." Felix smiled as he offered, "I need some company." 

"Oh? That's rare coming from you." Skeptical, Olivia tightened her lips as she looked at him blinking his 

eyes innocently. 

"Be honest, what do you want?" She looked left and right, "Is this one of your pranks?" 

Olivia's suspension was on point, as Felix didn't want her company when he shops for potions but to 

take her to Looby's shop and get her a good tier 2 bloodline to replace the one she had. 

He knew that the elders were going to spend the majority of the coins they earned on getting Noah an 

epic bloodline. However, for the rest, they could only settle with rare tier 2 bloodlines. 

As for him? He already told his grandfather that he could manage on his own, giving the elders a 

breather on their already tight budget. 

Felix didn't want Olivia to use a rare bloodline again, especially when he currently had too many coins in 

his hands. 

He wasn't that stingy to not gift Olivia a tier 2 bloodline as their price tag rarely goes above 10 million 

SC. 

Too bad, Olivia was sharp enough to notice that Felix's behavior was unordinary. He rarely bothered to 

stay a single minute with them after the training, don't even mention asking to accompany him on his 

own. 

"Are you coming or not?" Not wanting to entangle with her, Felix left an ultimatum before heading to 

his room. He was going to buy her a bloodline whether she came or not. 

He just believed that it was better for her to choose a bloodline on her own. 

"Fine, message me when you are leaving." In the end, Olivia agreed. 

... 

Two hours later... 

In Looby's shop, Olivia was staring with a dazed expression at 30 different bloodline bottles, all placed 

neatly on a desk. They all had an >EPIC RANKTi-ring! 

The deal was concluded in a couple of seconds, not letting Olivia even voice her disapproval. She just 

kept looking absent-mindedly at Felix's indifferent face, as he threw 20 million SC for her like it was 

peanuts to him. 

The elders were struggling to buy Noah a single cheap tier 2 epic bloodline bottle while Felix could buy 

two bottles of the best tier 2 epic plant bloodlines in the shop. 



She didn't know how Felix managed to get so many coins, and she wasn't planning on asking. Unless 

Felix brought the subject by himself, she would never start grilling him on it as the elders did. 

'He really changed a lot.' She pursed her lips at his back, thinking that he was getting nicer than he used 

to. She didn't know if he got nicer to everyone or it was just her. 

Alas, she soon found out her answer. 

Chapter 226 - Going on Camping! 

"Be quick and pay me the rest, I am expecting other bottles to reach next week." Felix said calmly to the 

Looby. 

"Please boss Felix! I beg you, don't bring me other bottles so soon! They don't get sold in time!" Looby 

immediately hugged Felix's thigh while in tears. 

"Do I look like I care about how you manage your business?" Felix clasped Looby's head with one hand 

and threw him away while threatening, "You better hasten your sales numbers if you wanna catch to my 

speed. Don't make me regret entering a partnership with your shop." 

"I don't care about you hiding in this corner of the market like a rat, but you better start advertising your 

shop to more high leveled bloodliners to sell my stuff." Felix turned around, leaving one last warning, 

"Next time, you will be given two weeks delay at max. If you can't pay in time, I will either change 

partners or enter a none-exclusive contract with other shops in the kingdom." 

If Felix wasn't bothered before about wasting his limited free shipments, he would have signed with 

three bloodline shops in the kingdom, and start shipping them each different amount of bottles, so it 

would be easier for him to get paid upfront without delay. 

However, now that he worked things out with Bodidi and he was going to be paying for shipments either 

way, he didn't mind the idea of contracting other shops. 

But, before doing so, he preferred giving Looby one last chance to start fulfilling his end of the bargain 

by paying him upfront the full amount. 

Felix had no reason to act too soft and merciful to Looby. They were not close friends or anything. 

There was simply a business relationship between them, and Felix was already doing him a favor by 

giving him delays continuously. 

Felix knew that Looby's items and products were actually the best in the entire kingdom. He just needed 

to get himself out of this forsaken corner and start advertising his products to the public. 

If he did so, Felix believed that he wouldn't be struggling to have liquid assets each time he met him. 

He didn't know the reason exactly why he was hiding his shop, and he honestly wasn't interested in 

knowing. He simply gave him one last chance and dragged Olivia outside of the shop. 

It was up to Looby on what he should be doing now. Honestly, Looby was clearly going to keep having 

difficulty paying Felix such large sums upfront two times in a month or so. 



Thus, it would be better for him and for Felix to just make the contract none-exclusive, so instead of 

getting four bottles to five, he would be getting only two. 

This might lower the profit that he was making, but unless he stepped up his game as Felix mentioned, 

he could only accept the method as there was no way for Felix to hold himself back from increasing his 

integration to lower the bottles incoming to Looby. 

... 

"He seemed nice, why are you being a jerk to him?" Olivia asked while eying the brick wall piteously. 

"I am trying to motivate him into bettering himself." Felix said with an honest smile. 

"Shameless, who would want to be motivated like that?" Olivia grumbled under her breath. 

Felix patted her head while chuckling, "He is as stubborn as you. For people like you, the soft approach 

never works." 

Embarrassed, Olivia hung her head low as she knew that if he didn't trick her into buying a bloodline, 

she would have fought tooth and nail to reject. 

"Ah, it feels nice to pat you again." Felix sighed in contentment as he looked at her green l.u.s.trous hair 

that wasn't blocked by that damned Lily flower. 

Since they were in the UVR, Olivia obviously had to pick a disguise.Find authorized novels in , faster 
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"Don't get used to it." Olivia slapped his hand away in annoyance while putting a hat on top of her head. 

Disheartened, Felix sighed as he kept walking through the maze-like alleys. 

After a while, they reached its exit and the sight of the noisy crowded market greeted their eyes. 

"Alright, Go hang with the girls or something, I will keep hold of your bloodline in the spatial card until 

you feel ready to replace yours." Felix shooed her away. 

Not planning to overstay her welcome, Olivia said her goodbyes and submerged herself within the 

crowded market. 

Just as Felix planned on heading to Mr. Piggy's shop to purchase the integrations materials, he heard 

Olivia's loud voice within the crowd, "Thank you, Felix!!" 

'What a shy little thing, I want to hug her to death.' Asna hugged herself tightly with her eyes closed, 

imagining Olivia in her embrace. 

'Keep your sadistic thoughts to yourself.' Disturbed, Felix chided her as continued on his path with his 

hands in his pockets. 

... 

Tomorrow Morning, 07:00... 



In front of the camp's metallic gate, Felix and the rest of the team were standing in a straight line while 

wearing a thick black uniform. 

Each one was carrying a large backpack, that had all the necessities for camping. 

Not a single ounce of excitement could be seen in Felix's face or the others. And the horrible weather 

wasn't making it even better, as the clouds were grey and stacked, blocking a single ray of sun from 

reaching them. 

It was a no brainer that it was going to rain heavily in a few minutes to hours. The worst part, none of 

them were wearing raincoats or had them in their backpacks! 

They were truly blindsided by the weather! 

"Stop showing those gloomy faces!" George snapped at them, "If you can't handle some rain, how are 

you supposed to handle being in the snow?" He reminded them, "The leaks might have said a forest, but 

we never know if it's going to be only it or you will be left in a forest connected to a snowy mountain 

chain." 

"We get it. Can we move already so we can set up the camps before it rains?" Irked, Walton said while 

pointing his finger at the gloomy sky. 

"Be patient, your ride is about to arrive." George replied. 

As he mentioned, a couple of seconds later, the metallic gate of the camp was opened, letting out three 

armored Jeeps, which had only the drivers on. 

After stopping before them, George gestured with his hand for them to ride quickly. 

Seeing that everyone was inside, he pointed at the sky and said, "Every action and decision you make is 

going to be monitored by flying drones. So make me proud before the director and other instructors. 

Show them that the national team is reliable and committed to bringing us as many representative spots 

as possible!" 

Just as George was getting in the zone of his prep talk, he saw Felix narrowing his slits in direction with a 

polite smile. 

He knew that he was being warned to wrap it up. And that exactly what he did, as he coughed while 

retreating back to the gate. 

The drivers were confused about him stopping midway during his speech, but they soon shrugged their 

shoulders and pushed the acceleration pedal. 

... 

20 minutes later... 

Deep within the woods, Felix was walking in front while being followed by the rest. The Jeeps went back 

to the camp after reaching the end of the uneven road that was in the forest. 

They were given the freedom to do what they wanted and go where they wanted in this forest for the 

next 7 days. 



Since Felix was the captain, he was currently leading them to find either a shelter or a good camping 

spot. 

Honestly, Felix had absolutely no f*cking clue what he was doing as he?never camped in his life before. 

But still, he wasn't a complete retard to not understand that finding a water source had utmost priority. 

But knowing was one thing and actually finding it was another. The forest was immense, stretching to 

hundreds of miles. It had wildlife, small lakes, and trees of different species. 

Thus, it might provide all the necessities for survival, it was still hard to find them without having 

experience. 

"Let's stop here for a minute." After toggling deep enough, Felix removed his backpack and put it next to 

a tree. The rest complied and did the same. 

"Walton check from above for any water source." Felix cracked his neck as he ordered, "If you don't see 

any, at least find us a good camping spot to spend the night. We still have a couple of water bottles for 

the day." 

"Consider it done." Walton nodded his head eagerly. He then walked away from them and called under 

his breath, "Upsurge." 

The same mini-tornado manifested under his feet, lifting him up in the air. After glancing below him, he 

noticed that he wasn't able to see them anymore due to the leaves blocking his eyesight. 

"How am I supposed to find my way back?" He asked out loud. 

"We will start a fire, just go already it's about to rain!" Felix yelled back in irritation. 

After receiving his confirmation, Walton took off swiftly to the north, evading tree after tree. Seeing that 

he was gone, Felix ordered the boys in the team, "Go gather woods and come back in a jiffy." 

There was no need for everyone to make a move as he was simply planning to start a fire to give away 

their position. 

Without nuisance, The boys went each in a different direction and picked whatever came in their sight. 

Felix might have ordered them to gather woods, but if they found edible mushrooms, wild fruits, and 

such, there was no reason to ignore them. 

After a couple of minutes, everyone came back carrying a bunch of branches and mushrooms of all 

shapes and colors. Felix pointed at an empty spot before him and they stacked the woods on it. 

As for the mushrooms? They were given to Felix for testing, as he was the only one with poison 

resistance. 

"Someone, please start a fire." Felix requested while he was munching on gorgeous looking mushroom. 

'Damn, this tastes like fried chicken.' His eyes brightened in delight after each bite, making Olivia and the 

rest to stare at him in bewilderment. 

Were mushrooms really that tasty? 



Chapter 227 - Five Days in The Forest. 

They didn't want to believe it, but the sight of him throwing one mushroom after the other in his mouth 

like he was eating chicken nuggets, was too hard to ignore. 

If only they knew that Felix was purposely choosing only the good looking mushrooms to eat, as he 

knew that most of them were poisonous. 

With his poison immunity passive that messed up with his tasting buds, they truly tasted even better 

than edible mushrooms! 

Burp! 

"Those are not poisonous." Satisfied, Felix burped while pointing at ugly looking mushrooms, which had 

tiny bites on them. 

Amelia held one and took a small bite. Yet, the moment she chewed, she started spitting in disgust. She 

glared at Felix, thinking that he was faking his enjoyment before. 

Sadly, Felix wasn't planning on forgiving her that easily after wasting food like that, "Do that again and 

you will be hunting for your own food from thereon." 

The casual way he said so, made Amelia flinch as she knew that he wasn't bluffing in the slightest. Yet, 

instead of retorting she just made an acknowledging sound and went to sit next to the raging fire. 

Rumble-Rumble! 

Abruptly, the sound of thunder resounded in the sky, warning Felix and the rest, that a thunderstorm 

was about to strike. 

"Sigh, Sarah please inform Walton to return." Disgruntled, Felix stood up and started unlocking the two 

straps in his backpack, which were tightened on his small tent. 

After pulling it out, he said, "We will make a temporary camp here until the thunderstorm goes by." 

Drizzle...pitter-patter! 

Unfortunately, nature wasn't going to wait for them until they get comfortable, as a torrent of rain 

began showering them. 

Everyone started scrambling around to set up their tents. 

Some were big enough to house four members while some were small enough for just a single person, 

like the one Felix and Noah were currently setting up. 

After Felix finished setting his own, he went to help Olivia, Sarah, Lexie, and Isabel with their oversized 

tent. 

Soon, Noah came as well and assisted Felix, leaving the girls to back off as they were merely hindering 

them. 

"Don't just stand there, Go make yourselves useful, and set Walton's tent." Felix ordered the girls 

calmly. 



A few minutes later, eight tents could be seen erected randomly between trees. The place they camped 

on was truly not a good one, but emergency situations call for emergency solutions. 

"Much better." Felix exited his tent, wearing a yellow raincoat. He didn't wear it earlier as it was in his 

spatial card. 

"I will be taking the first shift." He called loudly while leaning against a tree that had many branches and 

leaves, making him get slightly less drenched. 

He looked up while turning on his infrared vision, wanting to check if they were being spied on by 

drones even in such a downpour. Soon, he found three drones were hovering one hundred meters 

above them. 

He switched his sight to his surroundings and noticed that there were hundreds upon hundreds of red 

auras of all shapes and sizes. 

Some were underground and some were in the air, probably birds hidden between branches. This made 

it difficult for him to guess whether there were other drones on land or not. 

'Let's see if they are taking our safety into consideration this time.' Felix scratched his chin as he pushed 

his infrared vision to the limit. 'Hmm, Seven squads? At least they learned their lesson.' 

Felix smiled faintly at the sight of tens of humanoid auras, either sitting or patrolling four hundred 

meters away from them. 

Felix's party was put right in the center of their formation, and if they kept their distance like that, Felix 

and the rest would never cross paths with them. 

This was exactly what George wanted, to keep them protected from another ambush while also keeping 

them ignorant about those soldiers' existence. 

Too bad, With Felix's vision, nothing goes unnoticed before him. 

... 

On the top floor of the tallest building in the camp, George was sitting in front of twenty medium-sized 

screens, each displaying a different sight. 

Next to him sat three old men, looking with intrigue at a screen that was displaying Felix, leaning against 

a tree. 

"Weren't you always complaining that he wasn't a team player?" A bald-headed old man looked at 

George in confusion, "Why would he then volunteer to take the first lookout shift?" 

"I said that he isn't a team player, not that he isn't an irresponsible moron." George shook his head at 

the director of the camp and clarified, "When it comes to his captainship's duties, he is flawless. But 

beyond that? he never bothers to put a single ounce of energy." 

"I think that you are in the wrong here." The director chided him, "Why are you bothering too much on 

him getting chummy with everyone? As long as he understands his duties to the team and attends every 

daily training, then he is golden in my eyes." 



"You really think so?" Appalled, Goerge raised his eyebrows at the director's intake. 

He always believed that for the team to be perfectly ready to represent them, they needed to have a 

tight relationship in order to have each other's back. 

"Aren't we about to find out?" The director chuckled while gesturing with his head at the screens. 

Knock Knock! 

"Come in." 

A soldier pushed the door open and saluted, "Good morning, sir." 

The director nodded his head and asked, "How many juniors decided to take part?" 

"23, sir!" 

"That should be enough to keep the team on their toes." Goerge added, "Are we going to send them 

right now?" 

"No, let's wait a couple of days until they feel relaxed." The director warned the soldier, "Make sure to 

remind the juniors to always prioritize their safety and not aim at their vitals." 

"Roger, sir!" 

"That's all, you can leave." The director waved his hand dismissively. However, just as the soldier wanted 

to close the door, the director added lastly, "And give each junior two rejuvenation substances for 

emergencies."Find authorized novels in , faster updates, better experience, Please click 
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visiting. 

'Hopefully, it ends well.' George honestly felt that using the camp's juniors to ambush the team was 

going to end horribly either way. 

Whether they succeeded in their ambush or failed, there were bound to be some heavy injuries. 

Alas, he knew that it was needed to test the team's reaction under ambushes. Especially when the 

wildness they would be dropped in the world's competition, was going to have 2000 or so participants. 

There were bound to many frictions and ambushes happening 24/7. 

This was merely a small taste of what's about to come. 

.... 

Five days later, in the early morning... 

Peep peep! 

Inside a small pitch-black tent, Felix's bracelet alarm abruptly went off, making him knit his eyebrows in 

irritation. 

"Another f*cking morning." Felix opened his eyes groggily as he stretched his arms and legs on the 

sleeping bed. 



He yawned while opening the zipper of his tent, letting the rays of light to grace his darkened tent. 

"Good morning captain."..."Morning Felix."..."Breakfast is almost ready." 

Felix looked at his teammates sitting on logs around a campfire, having their hands extended forward to 

heat them up in this cold morning. 

The sky might be blue and clear, but the morning wind in the woods was always a bit tough to handle. 

"Meat soup again?" Felix smiled as he saw a metal pot on top of the fire, filled with yellow liquid and 

small pieces of meat and vegetables. 

"Want a bowl?" Lexie asked shyly. 

Felix nodded his head as he sat on a log that was near Noah, "Yes, but just fill it to half as always." 

"I don't know how you get the energy to move when you eat so little each day." Nathan said. 

The others looked at Felix in confusion as well, wondering the same thing. 

Felix merely smiled, not bothering to seeth their curiosity. It wasn't like he could tell them that he had a 

hidden stash of food and water in his spatial card? 

Though, Olivia kept giving him knowing glances, making him chuckle in his mind. 

So far, only Olivia and Noah knew about his spatial card, and none of them had any intention to lay out 

Felix's secret in the open. Olivia was trustworthy while Noah wouldn't even bother himself. 

"I believe it's ready." Lexie, who was responsible for cooking their meals, tasted the soup with a small 

plastic spoon. 

After hearing so, everyone started giving her their bowls one by one in an orderly manner. Before long, 

the sounds of slurps and huffs kept resounding in the camp. 

"How many flags did we gather so far?" Felix asked as he never went out with them to find those flags. 

He always stayed in the camp with Olivia and Lexie as they were the only non-combat bloodliners in the 

team without a single defensive or attacking ability. 

"So far we got nine." Johnson took a small sip and clarified, "It might sound like a lot, but considering 

that we are the only ones in the forest without any real dangers, it was easi..." 

Phew! Boom! Crack! 

"Watch out!" 

Johnson stopped talking at once, as he reflexively threw himself forward, narrowly evading three 

flaming arrows, which were aimed at his back. 

Without staying on the ground for a split second, he stood up with tensed shoulders, looking around 

him. 

Unsurprisingly, it wasn't just him who got ambushed as each member of the team had their own shares 

of trouble. 



Though, soon his eyes were greeted with the sight of Felix, having Olivia and Lexie, dangling on top of his 

shoulders. 

"Way to jinx it, Johnson." Felix sighed in irritation as he put the dazed Olivia and Lexie next to him. 

Chapter 228 - Eating Within The Chaos! 

"I will keep it fair and continue eating my breakfast." Felix looked at the juniors, who had their abilities 

active while surrounding the camp, and said calmly, "Just don't aim at me or those two." 

"Don't listen to his bullshit and target the healer and buffer!" A well-toned man with a scar on his 

forehead, ordered coldly while pointing three hovering bronze daggers at the worried Olivia and Lexie. 

Alas, he should have just listened. 

Phew! Peng! 

By the time the sound of wind resounded in the ears of the well-toned man, his forehead was struck by 

a small pebble, making him stagger two steps behind before standing stiffly. 

Startled, the juniors near him turned around and promptly gasped out loud at the sight of their captain, 

having a pebble stuck right in the middle of his forehead. 

A tiny drop of blood coursed down from the wound, letting them know that his injury was pretty 

serious! 

THUD! 

Mortified and stunned, The juniors kept looking at their captain suddenly falls to the ground with his 

eyes rolled at the back of his head. 

If it wasn't for his chest raising ever slightly, they would have pissed themselves in fright at the thought 

of him dying from a single f*cking pebble. 

Soon, they switched their vision to Felix and saw him withdrawing his hand from a flicking animation 

while taking small sips of soup. 

"Be good lads and let me eat in peace. I won't repeat my warning." Felix said gently while wiping his 

mouth. 

However, his gentle voice sent chills coursing down the spine of everyone, even Adam and the viewers 

in the monitor room. 

They knew that Felix was strong to the point it was uncanny, but to use a small pebble to take down the 

leader of the ambushing squad, who was definitely in greater purity? 

That was a bit too frightful. 

"Does he even need a team?" The director said with a tingle of disbelief. 

This was the first time he saw Felix, demonstrating his superior physical strength, as in the practice runs 

in the camp, Felix rarely bothered to use more than his deadly para-acid combo. 



Boom! 

The sound of Noah's Ice Mace, smashing into the ground, brought everyone back in their senses. 

This wasn't the time to be shocked! 

Seeing Noah making the first move, Adam and the rest popped off their abilities, entering a battle 

formation. This was one of the many ones they trained in the camp until it was ingrained in their souls. 

"STRIKE!" Walton shouted as he lifted himself in the air and started aiming his wind blasts at the juniors, 

who were mainly standing on branches. 

Meanwhile, Kenny and johnson went off the radar, probably already about to reach the backlines and 

start taking out the defenseless ones. 

Phew! Phew! Phew!... 

Hiding behind a tent, Amelia kept taking down one junior after the other using her green arrows. 

Surprisingly, her arrows weren't traveling in a straight line but actually zigzagging through the branches 

until they get implanted on a red target, that was appearing only in Amelia's eyes. 

It seemed like she already reached origin purity and unlocked her strongest ability! 

However, the red targets were placed on the juniors' non-vitals as the familiar faces of some of them 

were enough to let Amelia know that this was merely a drill by George. 

"Lena shields!" Composed, Adam ordered, taking over command of the team after Felix decided to be a 

spectator. 

Swoosh! Swoosh!... 

That being said, Lena didn't need him to order her around as she was already engulfing her teammates 

in water bubbles, each time she noticed that they were in a difficult position. 

Those water bubbles might seem like they had a thin layer and weak, but in reality, their defenses were 

correspondent to Lena's integration. 

Since she was actually on origin purity as well, none of the juniors' attacks managed to penetrate her 

ability! After all, the strongest of them was merely in greater purity! 

Just like this, the juniors even with their multiple numbers weren't able to make proper trades. 

They were getting hit left and right without the ability to dish the same damage out. 

Unlike Lena and Lexie, their buffers were absolutely useless as Kenny and Johnson were keeping them 

busy, forcing them to focus only on protecting themselves. 

it wasn't like the camp juniors didn't have assassins within their ranks to take down Lena or Lexie. 

But the sight of Felix, sitting calmly next to them while sipping soup from a bowl, kept making those 

assassins have 2nd thoughts about approaching them. 



His warning was and the image of their captain losing consciousness by one pebble was still fresh in 

their minds. 

'F*ck this shit, hundred low-tier stones isn't worth risking my life.' 

In the end, the two assassins retreated, having no plans to endanger their lives for the reward that was 

proposed to them by the director. 

Obviously, everyone who took part in this drill wasn't out of their goodwill, but simply to earn more 

energy stones to better themselves in the training field. 

After all, not everyone could afford training in the UVR's rooms, where one wouldn't need to be 

bothered about wasting energy after each ability used. 

Crack! ARGHHHH! 

"Take it easy Noah! Don't strike them that hard." Adam shouted after hearing the cry of junior, who had 

his entire arm snap into a different direction by a single strike. 

Unresponsive, Noah kept swinging his mace at the horrified front-liners, who were trying their best to 

either evade or defend, not having a single thought about hitting back. 

Noah was literally holding four juniors all by himself without even using his peak active ability! 

Boom! Boom!... 

Meanwhile, the camp was starting to get ruined by the elemental rangers from the other side, as some 

tents were falling apart while others were burning in flames. 

Nonetheless, Felix's tent was completely alright as he was sitting in front of it. 

No one dared to aim in his direction.Find authorized novels in , faster updates, better experience, Please 

click #%!d(string=17669339406351905)/eating-within-the-chaos!_%!d(string=50999525430590432) for 
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Although the camp was in a bad state, the woods surrounding it were actually even worse off, as Adam 

and Sarah's abilities were extremely destructive in this environment. Trees were being burnt down to 

the ground, forcing the juniors to escape from the hellish flames. 

However, before the flames start to spread away from the impact area and burn whatever insight, it 

abruptly burst into orange particles, marking the end of the ability or its early deactivation. 

Just like Felix's poisonous mist which spread for a couple of seconds before disappearing, everyone's 

elements were the same! 

There wasn't a single ability that remains permanently after activation. 

After all, if that happened, it wasn't farfetched to call bloodliners creators!! 

Imagine creating a tsunami that would remain even after the ability was turned off, or a single fireball 

burning an entire forest? 



That wouldn't make sense as the abilities were created by elemental energy belonging to the bloodliner 

and fueled by it. 

If the energy was gone, the abilities were gone. 

This meant Sarah couldn't burn the forest even if she wanted to, as the flames would disappear after a 

couple of seconds. Though, the area affected would be burnt for that duration. 

If it wasn't for such, the governments around the world would be terrified by the existence of the 

bloodliners. 

As even a lesser purity bloodliner with a single destructive ability could burn down a small city to 

oblivion single-handedly. 

After a while... 

"Prepare to heal the critically injured ones." Felix informed Olivia calmly after emptying what remained 

in the bowl with one mouthful. 

He noticed that the battle was about to be concluded soon as most juniors were either lying on the 

ground, groaning in pain, or backed away, too terrified to reenter the battle. 

"That's enough guys, you did well." Felix wiped his mouth clean as he looked at the juniors, who were 

gazing at them from a safe distance. 

"You can leave now." He waved his hand dismissively while heading back to his tent, "Don't worry, 

George is going to reward you what he promised." 

Felix always knew that George was going to make it tough for them somehow or someway. He just 

didn't know when it was going to happen. 

George sure took his sweet time before sending the juniors, as those five days made Adam and the rest 

move in the forest with a lax attitude. 

Especially when George didn't make the juniors strike when they were split up to find the flags. 

That should have been the best opportunity to ambush them with small squads. 

Felix always believed that George was going to take that approach as it was the most logical one. 

Instead, he threw at them 20 juniors or so all at once when they just woke up, hitting them where they 

least expected. 

Thankfully, the team showed a reaction that made George beyond satisfied. 

"As Felix said, this is over." George's voice suddenly resounded from the sky, making everyone lift their 

heads and gaze at a drone that was merely 50 meters above them. 

After receiving a real confirmation, the juniors released a long breath of relief as they turned around and 

dashed through the woods, escaping from those monsters. 

Without Felix even making a move, they still lost pretty horribly. They didn't dare to think about what 

would have happened if Felix decided to join the fun. 



"Olivia, please heal the critical injured first, as the others were given a rejuvenation substance." 

"Okey!" Olivia nodded her head at George's request and began planting on their heads before using 

Lilly's blessings on herself, healing 7 juniors at the same time. 

If her energy wasn't holding her back, she would have been able to actually heal everyone in the area, as 

she had more than thirty petals in her lily flower! 

After a while, she was left huffing in exhaustion, making Sarah go bring her the plant energy stones from 

her backpack. 

Though, this time she didn't waste her energy on them but took the substance and applied it to the 

injured area. 

Her ability simply alleviated their critical injuries, as it was activated on many of them at once to actually 

be potent. 

Chapter 229 - Securing 10,000 High-Grade Sand Stones! 

10 minutes later... 

The camp was cleaned up and brought back in shape. Olivia had already finished healing everyone and 

was currently taking a breather near a newly made fire camp. 

Since the moment Felix entered his tent, he didn't leave it for even once. Dale kept glancing enviously at 

his tent, knowing that he was probably inside the UVR. 

As he assumed, Felix was truly sitting in the living room of his house, dialing Goati for the 3rd time to 

check if he had anything in stock yet. 

When he contacted him the first time, he was told by Goati that bottles were still on their way to his 

shop in the real world, and they would be arriving four to five days later with the rest of his shipments. 

Felix already called him yesterday but found nothing, and he was hoping that today might be different. 

After all, he was left with only 13% before reaching the origin purity, and Felix wanted to reach 96% as 

fast as possible and see J?rmungandr's memories in order to find a solution for his dilemma. 

Cluck! 

"Where are my bottles?" Felix straight away asked. 

Instead of responding, Goati asked, "Are you ready to pay your debt for the previous four bottles?" 

"Tsk, I will wire it now." Felix clicked his tongue in irritation as he sent 790 million SC all at once, 

reducing his capital to merely 700 million or so. 

"Hehe, and the payment for the upcoming three bottles?" Goati chuckled in delight as he asked. 

"The usual method." Felix said, implying a three months delay. 

Hearing so, Goati immediately sent him the serial code for the three bottles and hung up. 



Unbothered, Felix dialed Bodidi's number. After waiting for a few seconds, the call went through. Felix 

informed him about the bottles and potions, which he bought five days before. 

After getting the shipment fees for them, Felix wired it and gave him the same coordination as before, 

telling him to bring him his stuff there in the usual three days. 

Cluck! 

The moment he received a confirmation, Felix hung up and logged out of the UVR. He only entered to 

make those calls as he didn't want his voice to be heard in the tent or to use the Queen's messaging 

system. 

A few moments later, he unzipped the tent and went outside. He looked around him and noticed that 

everyone was trying their best to fix the ruined tents. 

Unfortunately for Olivia, the big tent she was on before was utterly destroyed, making her homeless just 

like her tentmates. 

"Did the instructor say anything?" Felix asked while approaching them. 

"He mentioned that we won't get ambushed for the rest of the duration and we should just focus on 

gathering the flags." Nathan replied. 

"That's good." Felix nodded his head and started assisting them with fixing the tents. Though only three 

of them were fixable as they had their sticks broken but the cloth still alright. 

Felix and the rest simply took sticks from the tents which were burnt out and replaced the broken ones. 

That being said, this made the camp have only two small tents and two medium-sized ones while they 

were fourteen in total. 

"The boys should sleep the next two days in the open." Johnson proposed while pointing at his miduim-

sized tent, "My tent can hold four at most. Though, it will be a little bit tight." 

Everyone turned their heads at Felix, wanting to see if he approves or not. After all, his tent was counted 

as part of the remaining four. 

"Suit yourselves." Unbothered by the proposal, Felix shrugged his shoulder before jumping on a tree 

branch. 

After leaning with his back against the trunk, he sat in a mediation position and closed his eyes. 

The rest ignored this sight, as for the past five days, Felix always spent ten minutes sitting like that on a 

tree. 

They assumed that he was mediating to clear out his mind, but in reality, Felix was currently receiving 

his daily affinity enhancement dose from Asna. 

Since his body wasn't as trashy as in the early days, Felix was able to increase his intake of the sand 

purified energy, making him increase his affinity rating by 3% each day instead of 1.5%! 



So far, he had reached a 24% affinity rating during the past eight days! If he continued like this, he would 

be at 100% in no time! 

Though the purified sand energy was also getting reduced rapidly, and the 2500 high-grade stones or so, 

which he managed to gather with extreme difficulty, were not going to last him forever. 

Ten minutes later... 

'Ah, such a pity.' Felix sighed in dejected after noticing that the intensity of the euphoric feeling was 

getting weaker and weaker until he was back to normal. 

'Asna how much purified sand energy am I left with?' He asked while jumping down the tree. 

'Not a lot.' She said, 'It's barely enough for three more enhancements.' 

'I see.' Felix thought while heading back to his tent, 'I guess it's time to check on Mr. Igris' investment 

results.'Find authorized novels in , faster updates, better experience, Please click 
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... 

After a few rings, the call got connected. Felix immediately asked Mr. Igris, "How many shares did you 

purchase?" 

"So far, 4.54% from Heavy Mining Industries." Mr. Igris clarified, "I am taking my time as the shares 

prices have gone up quite high after I purchased such a big amount all at once." 

Felix looked at the list of five companies given to him by Jadie and realized that the company chosen by 

Mr. Igris was the one Jadie had his shares in, and advised Felix to do the same before. 

"How many coins did you spend in total?" Felix asked. 

"160 million SC." 

"Alright, don't buy anymore, keep the 40 million for later investments." Felix paused for a second before 

asking, "Is the series still on schedule?" 

"Unfortunately, no." Mr. Igris clarified, "I received news of a month delay due to the director wanting to 

refilm some scenes, which weren't to his liking." 

"I see." Felix said, "Tell him to take all the time he needs, as long as he delivers the best performance." 

"Will do." 

"Which platform did you guys decide to air the series?" Felix suddenly asked after remembering that the 

platform he watched the series in his previous life wasn't really one of the best ones in the empire. 

"The first season would be aired empire-wide in Network Max platform." Mr. Igris replied smugly. 

"You actually managed to sign a contract with them?" Felix asked with a hint of delight in his tone. 



His joy was understandable, as that platform was the number one in the empire with the highest 

number of subscribers! 

Network Max was literally the Netflix of the Empire! 

Felix understood that his series would make a killing than he expected! Heck, in his previous life, the 

series had gone viral in the empire, forcing the interested parties in watching it to pay the subscription 

fees to the platform it was on. 

Literally, people were paying monthly fees just to keep watching one series. That's how good it was. 

Now, they were going to be put straight away in the spotlight right after the release! There wasn't even 

the need to waste buckets of money on marketing! 

Felix couldn't imagine the number of coins he will be making! 

"Good shit! I don't know how did you manage to pitch the series to such a behemoth, but I am 

extremely satisfied with your performance." Felix praised Mr. Igris, not giving a crap about inflating his 

ego. 

He did good and he deserved a little bit of love. The fact that Mr. Igris didn't call him even after securing 

such a good contract deal, just showed that he wasn't one to brag. 

"Thank you for the compliment, but it was a team effort." Mr. Igris said, chuckling. 

Felix sat up straight and said with a solemn tone, "Listen well to what you need to do. After the series 

gets aired and we get our revenue back, use one billion SC to invest in the Network Max platform. Buy 

as much as you can, and never hesitate even if the stocks were too pricey!" 

"Understood?" 

"It seems like you are expecting the series to make a killing and raise the platform's stocks market with 

it?" Mr. Igris easily guessed. 

"Correct!" Felix agreed, as there wasn't a need to hide from his investment manager. 

He understood that whatever he was going to invest in, his manager was going to use his own money 

and follow in his footsteps. 

"Alright, I will be on it." Mr. Igris said. 

After receiving a confirmation, Felix said his goodbye and hung up. 

Now that he dealt with the series situation, he went to Heavy Mining Industries' website and used his 

UVR ID to log in. 

The site wasn't open for the public but only for members of the company. Since Mr. Igris was bound 

with a contract to invest with Felix's ID and not his, Felix had those shares under his name, which made 

him gain access to the website. 

Felix typed in the search bar of the site, >Elemental sand stones< 



Soon, he was transferred to another tab, that was displaying all four grades of the stone with prices 

written next to them. 

Surprisingly, there was actually a 10% discount on all of them, except for the peak-grade stones. 

Felix wanted to press on the peak-grade stones but they seemed greyed up when compared to the rest. 

He guessed that his access wasn't high enough to get priority on buying them. 

Just as he assumed, he was shown that only the top ten shareholders of the company were allowed to 

buy a limited stock each month. 

Felix knew that there should be high leveled sand Elementalists in those seatings, as peak-grade stones 

were a must for their energy recovery. 

And being a shareholder of the company responsible for mining his element, was a much better method 

of getting them than competing in auctions. 

Not that Felix cared about competing with them for those stones, as he simply wanted to get a 100% 

affinity rating before jumping out of this company's ship. 

A minute later... 

Felix finished buying the 10k stones that he needed and logged out of the website. He immediately gave 

Bodidi a call and gave him the serial code of the entire shipment. 

Since he was actually buying a lot at once, the weight smashed through the roof, making Felix cringe at 

the shipment fees. 

Despite so, Felix just tightened his lips and pressed confirm on the order. 

Right now, he was expecting, three bloodline bottles, tens of potions, tens of substances, and 10k stones 

in one delivery, reaching in three days. 

With them, he expects to reach 70% affinity rating and 95% integration before the world's competition 

that was about to start 16 days from now. 

Chapter 230 - The J?rmungandr's Memories I 

12 days later... 

Felix could be seen lying face down on the carpet of his room under a puddle of sweat. 

He was completely passed out. 

Asna was already numbed by this sight, as during the past ten days, Felix had integrated 10% with a two 

days interval, making him jump from 86% integration to 96%. 

The three bloodline bottles he bought had luckily given him 14% essence, letting him have enough to 

reach origin purity all at once. 

Sadly, it didn't matter as before dealing with the J?rmungandr, Felix wasn't planning to integrate a single 

percentage more. 



Right now, Asna was simply waiting for him to wake his ass up so she could show him the mismatched 

memories that she found from awakening to this point in time. 

Fortunately, Felix didn't keep her waiting for long as he opened his muddled eyes slowly. Not letting a 

single sound, he simply drunk rejuvenation potions until he felt alright again. 

He cracked his joints while sighing in relief at finally making it to the end of the purification realm. 

Well, 3% were still needed but in Felix's eyes, if the problem with J?rmungandr wasn't solved, it 

wouldn't a farfetched reality to call it the end. 

'Asna, I will visit you after a quick shower.' Felix said while picking his towel from the closet. 

Gloomy, Asna made a sound in agreement while reading his hopeful thoughts about the J?rmungandr's 

memories. 

'I hope he won't be too disappointed.' Dispirited, She sighed while closing her eyes, rewatching the 

latest memories for the tenth time now, hoping to see a clue she missed before. 

Alas, nothing changed... 

.... 

20 minutes later, in Asna's mist-made Mansion... 

Felix brought a chair and sat next to Asna, who wasn't showing a single sign of her gloominess before. 

Instead, she was smiling charmingly while patting the empty side of the bed with her hand. 

"Come lay next to me." She played with her feet in contentment, "It's cozy under the bedsheets." 

"I would rather stay here." Felix said, "Now, start telling the memories from the earliest days of the 

J?rmungandr to his death." 

"It's better if I just showed you." Asna snapped her finger, creating a mist-made mirror, that appeared 

more like a TV screen. 

She glanced at Felix's startled expression and smiled, "Unlike you, I have full control over my memories." 

She patted the side of the bed again, "Now come lay next to me, It's going to be a long movie." 

"If you insist." Felix smiled faintly as he went and tucked himself in the bedsheets. 

As always, Felix only refuses offers like those once to show his manners, but after the 2nd time? He 

never turns the other side. 

Though, none of them pulled anything iffy and kept it respectful between them. Felix was too bothered 

by the J?rmungandr's situation while Asna wasn't in the mood to tease Felix. 

"Have in mind that we will be seeing from the J?rmungandr's point of view." Asna informed Felix just as 

she clicked play. 

Felix narrowed his eyes in focus at the screen, which was displaying everything in grey color, making it 

extremely hard for Felix to see what was going on. 



He knew that he would be seeing through the J?rmungandr's eyes, but he didn't expect it to be this 

shitty like normal serpents. 

However, those thoughts were soon removed from his mind after seeing an infrared tiger-like creature 

walking past the J?rmungandr. 

He was shocked as the tiger appeared f*cking massive, making him either believe that the J?rmungandr 

was extremely small or the tiger was a giant. 

"This is when the J?rmungandr was still a baby snake." Asna paused the memories as she clarified his 

doubts while eating from a bucket of popcorn, which god knows when she created it. 

"No wonder!" Felix exclaimed while extended his hand in her direction. 

Asna put a few pieces of popcorn on his hand and pressed play again, unbothered by his vexed 

expression at her stinginess. 

Felix threw one popcorn in his mouth while watching the mini J?rmungandr slither through the greyed 

out grass field. 

It kept slithering aimlessly while hissing with its cute tongue from time to time. 

Just as Felix was wondering how could the J?rmungandr, the primogenitor of poison element, one of the 

rulers in the early days of the universe, be a normal clueless snake, the screen suddenly turned 

completely bright red! 

Then, came nothingness. 

The screen went pitch-black for five seconds before the world brightened up again, but this time it truly 

brightened up! 

The grass field was green and stretching for miles, the sky was clear blue with tiny clouds drifting by the 

wind. 

Felix felt like he was watching from the eyes of a human instead of a serpent. Even the silence from 

before was gone as the sound of the wind, whizzing by kept resounding from the screen. 

Before Felix could ask for Asna's input, he was horrified to see two human-like hands, fully encased in 

l.u.s.trous dark green scales! 

The hands kept being tightened into fists, making the long sharp nails hide inside the fingers, before 

retracting again outside after the fists were unlocked. 

This action kept going over and over again, making Felix understand that the J?rmungandr was just as 

f*cking confused as he was! 

Soon, the screen was blackened yet again for two seconds before showing that J?rmungandr was 

walking in a steady manner, treading between humongous trees, which were surprisingly purple, and 

had giant dangling banana-like fruits from its branches. 

The fruits kept emitting a purplish mist, yet that didn't seem to stop the J?rmungandr as he jumped one 

single time and plucked one of them, bringing it down to the ground. 



Thud! 

A massive crater was resulted from his landing, raising a cloud of brownish dust! Felix was speechless as 

now he knew where his superstrength came from. 

After all, he clearly saw that the J?rmungandr didn't put much strength either in his jump or his fall. The 

crater literally resulted from his weight only! 

Before he could linger on the weight of J?rmungandr, he saw him lift the fruit above his head before 

bringing it to his mouth, which was widening gradually to the point, Felix believed that his jaw was 

dislocated! 

Crunch! 

The J?rmungandr bit the giant fruit from the middle and started chewing with purplish juices spraying 

everywhere. 

Tshshshs! 

Felix looked at the bottom of the screen and saw some drops of those juices were sizzling on the leaves, 

corroding them within a second! 

Burp! 

The J?rmungandr wiped his mouth with his thick green-scaled arm as he burped in satisfaction. 

'That explains my messed up tasting buds.' Felix pursed his lips in amus.e.m.e.nt. 

"Pay attention, you will see his face soon." Asna broke his thought process while gesturing with her head 

at the screen that went black again. 

Sure enough, the reflection of the J?rmungandr could be seen on the water of a clean leveled lake. 

Felix couldn't help but raise his eyebrows in surprise after seeing his green-scaled face, which had fangs 

protruding down his purple lips, long pointy ears, violet serpent-like eyes, and lastly his long dark purple 

hair with greenish tips. 

The exact opposite of what Felix inherited from his mutation.Find authorized novels in , faster updates, 

better experience, Please click #%!d(string=17669339406351905)/the-j%C3%B6rmungandr’s-memories-

i_%!d(string=51023271231027251) for visiting. 

The J?rmungandr kept touching his cheeks gently while parting his lips slightly before closing them back 

again. 

He kept doing so until bizarre irritating sounds started to emerge, shocking Felix to his core as he felt 

that the J?rmungandr was trying to speak! 

He didn't know how was he going to achieve so, and in which language was he going to speak, but he 

was eager nevertheless to hear what he had to say. 

He didn't worry about the language barrier as the Queen was the perfect translator. 

The number of languages she had in her data was unfathomable, reaching back to the dark ages. 



After waiting for a while, his patience was rewarded by a somewhat peculiar constructed long chair of 

noises, which was released from the mouth of the confused J?rmungandr. 

"Hverr em ek?" 

'Queen, please translate.' Felix requested with a confident smile. 

Unfortunately, his confidence was wiped out of existence after the Queen responded for the very first 

time in his life with an answer, 'I apologize, but I do not recognize the language.' 

She informed the dumbstruck Felix, 'If you managed to bring me the language phonetics and lexicon, 

you will be rewarded with 10 billion SC.' 

For the Queen, who hunts for new data each second, a newly discovered ancient language was worth a 

hundred times more than the garbage data she bought from earthlings. 

That being said, If even she didn't know the language, how the f*ck Felix would know it? 

Hopeful, Felix turned around and asked Asna, "Do you know what did he say?" 

Asna nodded her head as she told him, "He said, Who Am I?" 

'Who am I?' Bewildered, Felix repeated the question in his mind, not knowing what to think anymore. 

Everything that was going on was messy and confusing. 

A tiny normal snake suddenly became the J?rmungandr after red light, and if that wasn't enough, the 

J?rmungandr turned human-like with the ability to understand and actually speak! 

Yet, he knew how to speak with a legit language that Asna could somehow understand. But he didn't 

even know his existence? 

Too bad, Felix's confusion had just gotten worse after hearing the J?rmungandr speak again, but longer 

this time. 

"Hvat er minn purpose?" 

Felix looked at Asna, making her translate, "He said, What is my purpose?" 

"HVAT ER MINN PURPOSE!!" 

BOOOOOOOOOOM! 

 


